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Living the Christian Life
Romans 12:1-21 / Sermon Notes

THE BIBLE MEETS LIFE: How can you identify a Christian?

    THE POINT       Theology is the foundation for practical Christian living.

 

WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY?

 Totality: A Christian’s ___________________ requires total surrender to God.

 • Present (v. 1) - “Body, soul, mind, and spirit”. God wants you, not just your work.

 • Living Sacrifice (v. 1) - “Ongoing”. Burnt offering was given entirely for God to consume.

 • Acceptable (v. 1) - “Pleasing, sacred, w/out blemish”. God burns away the impurities.

 Humility: A Christian’s _________________ are rooted in a humbleness of heart.

 • Highly (v. 3) - Spiritual ability does not equal spiritual maturity.

 • Soberly (v. 3) - It’s impossible to accumulate pride with an accurate picture of our lives.

 Functionality: A Christian’s ______________ reveals unique functions of service.

 • Body (v. 4) - Unity is achieved when diverse   
     individuals develop dependency on one another.

 • Function (v. 4) - There is a specific ministry in the 
     church that only you can solely meet.

                            

 Personality: A Christian’s ________________ reflects the distinct personality of Jesus.

 • Preference (v. 10) - Care & concern is demonstrated in practical deeds done for others.

 • Fervent (v. 11) - “Boiling point”. The church is no place for lukewarm or lazy Christians.

	

 1. Ask God to burn away areas of your life that aren’t pleasing to Him.

 2. Begin serving the Lord with the gifts and interests He’s given you.

     3. Stir up your passion and zeal for the Lord by getting involved.

Answer Key: 1. commitment, 2. capabilities, 3. calling, 4. character 

NEXT STEPS

“The distribution of spiritual 
gifts are not based on my 

merit but divine discretion.”


